Bias-Controlled Tunable Electronic Transport with Memory Characteristics in an Individual ZnO Nanowire for Realization of a Self-Driven UV Photodetector with Two Symmetrical Electrodes.
ZnO nanostructures are exceedingly important building blocks for nanodevices due to their wide band gap and large exciton binding energy. However, their electronic transport characteristics are unstable and unrepeatable with external environment variation. Here, we demonstrate that electron transport of an individual ZnO nanowire-based device with the two same electrodes can be controllably modulated by applying a relatively large uni-/bidirectional bias. After being modulated, moreover, their electrical properties can well be maintained at relatively low operation bias and room temperature, demonstrating a memory behavior. The presence of surface states related to lattice periodicity breaking and traps associated with oxygen vacancy (Vo) and zinc interstitial (Zni) deep-level defects plays a crucial role in tunable electron transport with a memory feature. For the single nanowire-based two-terminal device, two back-to-back connected surface barrier diodes with series resistance are formed. The filling and emptying of traps near two end electrodes can remarkably adjust the width and height of the surface barrier. At a relatively low bias, the unmodulated conductance is governed by the electron hopping of bulk traps since the height of emptied traps is higher than that of the surface barrier, whereas at a relatively large bias, it is dominated by thermion emission due to a dramatic decrease of the surface barrier width resulting from the electron injection into traps from a negative electrode. Moreover, it will be beneficial for a thin surface barrier to penetrate UV light and separate photoexcited electron-hole pairs. After being asymmetrically modulated by a unidirectional injection, it can be successfully applied to realize a self-driven UV photodetector based on a photovoltaic effect in the symmetrical two-electrode structure. Our work provides a new route to tune electrical properties of nanostructures, which may inspire the development of novel electronic and optoelectronic devices.